Pre-Columbian
Palm Beachers
By Dorothy Block, MA Archaeology

T

he Town of Palm Beach has been inhabited by humans
for around 3,000 years and includes within its boundaries
thirteen prehistoric archaeological sites, three major preColumbian archaeological complexes which by definition
include a burial mound or cemetery, six unmarked prehistoric
Indian cemeteries, and one European burial in a site with a
Prehistoric Indian Component.
While the presence of these sites has been known to state,
county and local officials, land planners, archaeologists,
and looters since the 1940s, it has taken until the summer
construction season of 2013 for the town to formally adopt
an ordinance requiring archaeological testing and mitigation
for property owners. The adoption of this ordinance brought
the town into compliance with its comprehensive plan, which
requires care of archaeological resources in coastal areas.
With the new ordinance, the Town of Palm Beach is also in
compliance with state law which mandates protection of
unmarked human burials.
“The Island” is geologically young at a mere 100,000
years of age and consists of an Anastasia coquina limestone
formation overlain by sand. It is part of the coastal ridge, also
known as the Rim of the Everglades, and has elevations well
above sea level which, coupled with its proximity to estuarine
and marine resources, provides optimal conditions for human
habitation.

Drawing of a Florida Indian, 16th century, by Theodore De Bry.
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The Sites:
Riviera Complex
On the lake at the north end of Palm Beach there is a large, multicomponent prehistoric village site which includes at least two
burial mounds with multiple individuals interred there. There
are burials in or beneath the site named the Palm Beach Inlet
Midden (8PB28), part of the Riviera Archaeological Complex
which continues on the western shore of Lake Worth. Former
State Archaeologist Ryan Wheeler (1992) proposed that the
western portion of this site was likely the Principal town
of Jeaga noted on Spanish maps. Based on relative ceramic
evidence, we know that the Palm Beach Inlet Midden was first
inhabited as early as 3,000 years before the present through to
the Historic Period.

Via La Selva
From the corner of Via La Selva and South County Road
northward for an unknown distance lies the recently discovered
Via La Selva Midden which was reported by a local passerby
when it was exposed by construction of a retaining wall on
Via La Selva. The site contained sand tempered pottery which
indicated that the site was in use after around B.C. 500. Not
much is known about this site.
Waldron Site
Renovations to a house in the 1980s at Widener’s Curve
revealed a European burial discovered four feet below the
surface. A team of physical anthropologists dispatched to the
site from Florida Atlantic University salvaged and analyzed
the burial. They noted that the remains were that of a European
male who had been buried in the European style, with his
hands crossed at the waist. There was no indication of how
long the burial had been interred only that it seemed to have
been there for “a long time.” The deceased, they reported, was
approximately 35 years old and generally in good health. He
was a pipe smoker with poor dental health. The cause of death

The Guest Mound Complex
To the south, in the 600 block of North County Road, lies the
Guest Mound Complex (8PB26 and 8PB27) which includes
a shell midden in the village component and a sand burial
mound component directly to the west of the entrance to the old
Graham Eckes School. When it was partially removed in the
1940s, scientists determined the mound contained the remains
of over 150 individuals. Burials at the mound were secondary
and no grave goods or artifacts were ever recovered. Work
done on the parcel in 2011 and 2012 in both the habitation
and burial mound sites have yielded human remains and intact
archaeological contexts which were recorded by staff from the
Archaeological Historical Conservancy. It is likely that the
habitation area was mostly
destroyed by construction.

An image of the Graham-Eckes Schools. On this property, the burial
mound of the Guest Mound Complex once stood. It extended north
to south and was 18 feet high and 100 feet long. The Guest Mound
Complex habitation mound was located on the property of Frederick
Guest to the south of Graham-Eckes. Courtesy Historical Society of
Palm Beach County.

Nebot Site
The Nebot Site (8PB219), in
the 100 block of Everglades
Avenue, was discovered
in the 1980s when a
construction crew unearthed
the remains of two Native
American females. These
burials were salvaged by
Dr. William Kennedy of
Florida Atlantic University
who assigned the site to
the Glades III period based
on the presence of Historic
Period artifacts, including a
bone knife with brass inlay,
which provided evidence
that the local population was
interacting with European
visitors.
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was undetermined. This site is especially interesting because it
also has a prehistoric component which yielded sand tempered
pottery and faunal remains. It may be that the Waldron Site
represents a point of contact between Native Americans living
at Waldron and Europeans travelling the coast.

Whitebelt Sites
Lake
Okeechobee

Palm Beach Complex
Located just north of Sloan’s Curve is the Palm Beach Complex
which is thought to be completely destroyed and contained a
burial mound context and a habitation midden, or refuse area.
Poor attention to the presence of this complex at Sloan’s Curve
on the part of town planners over the years has resulted in the
destruction of this site.
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The Patrician Site
Beneath the parking lot of a condominium in the 3000 block of
South Ocean Boulevard, the remains of at least 12 individuals,
including juveniles, were discovered during construction of the
building in the 1970s when a skull rolled out of the backhoe
bucket. The salvage excavations there were conducted by
amateurs from the Palm Beach County Archaeological Society.
Over two thousand pottery sherds were collected from the site,
the earliest being from the sand tempered Deptford Series
placing the early date for the site at BC 500. It is thought that
portions of this site may still be intact beneath parking lots in
the area.
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Conclusion
So who were these Pre-Columbian Palm Beachers? They
were an indigenous Native American tribal society referred to
as the Jeaga, who enjoyed a relatively stable way of life on
the island for around 2,500 years. They are now considered
extinct and so the only way learn about them is through the
archaeological record. Palm Beach has done well to adopt their
Archaeological Ordinance in the interest of understanding the
prehistory the island.
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Dorothy Block is a native of Lake Worth, Florida and holds
a Masters of Anthropology with a specialization in Coastal
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At left, a map of Palm Beach County showing some of the major archaeological sites including
several mentioned in this article. Courtesy Florida Anthropological Society.
Below, a plat map of the Indian Mound Tract on Palm Beach. This is the Guest Mound site
mentioned in the above article. At the map’s bright, is the ancient shell mound. Courtesy Historical
Society of Palm Beach County.
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